
Coach’s Corner 
Training Tips - Coverage 

 
When playing against the pass in football there are two basic types of coverage you can play, 
man-to-man and zone. In today’s Coach’s Corner we will be focusing on man-to-man pass 
coverage.  

In man-to-man coverage there are three big movements that help us be successful: 
backpedalling, breaking, and turning.  
Backpedalling: When we backpedal as a defensive cover player we are always under control. 
Our backpedal allows us to break forward on short routes, runs, or catches faster than if we 
were running forward away from the line of scrimmage. It also allows us to see the receiver 
throughout the entire route. Keys: 
Chest forward: If we lean back, we fall back. *Keep your chest over your toes.  
Sink hip and knees: In a low position we are better able to break and turn as we are *more 
explosive and balanced in this position. 
Pick up your feet: *Don’t shuffle your feet across the ground. It increases the tripping hazard 
as well as cause unneeded friction that can slow us down.  
 
Breaking: When we are breaking as a defensive player, we are usually reacting to something in 
front of us. When an offensive player makes a cut on a route or catches the ball in front of us, 
we as a defensive player “break” out of our backpedal, stance, or shuffle and come forward to 
the ball carrier or receiver that we are covering. There are two types of footwork that can be 
used to break from backwards to forwards: the T-step or the footfire method.  
T-Step: When using a T-step break, we take the foot that is away from the direction we are 
breaking and plant it facing sideways. This foot now drives us forward in the direction we want 
to go.  
Footfire: When using the footfire break, instead of turning our foot sideways, we take a couple 
of quick steps that gather our feet under our body so that we can break forward explosively.  
*Use whichever method works best for you* 
Breaking Drills: 
W-Drill (diagram on right): set up 5 cones in a ‘W’ 
shape - 3 cones in the front and two cones offset in the 
back - the player starts at the first cone and backpedals 



to the second offset cone - when they reach the second cone they break forward to the 3rd cone 
- repeat for the last 2 cones 

Reaction breaks(diagram on left): Player lines up facing the coach - on the 
coach’s call the player backpedals away from the coach - when the coach 
points in a direction the player breaks in that direction and catches a ball 
 
Turning: In man-to-man coverage when a receiver runs a route past 10 
yards, the defensive player must turn and run with the receiver. *We DO NOT 
want to stay going backwards, no one is faster backwards than forwards!*  
The footwork we use to turn and run is our “drop-step” footwork (see Drop 
Step Coach’s Corner), this allows us to turn quickly and smoothly to keep up 
with the receiver. Key’s for when we turn: 
Direction: *We ALWAYS turn towards our receiver!* If we turn away from the 

receiver we lose sight of the receiver, we CANNOT cover someone without seeing them.  
Hand placement: When we turn, *our inside hand (closest to the QB) goes to the receiver’s 
inside hip.* It is not a push, shove or grab, it is placed there so we can feel where the receiver is 
when we look for the ball.  
Head: When we look for the ball, we *look over our inside shoulder* because the ball is coming 
from the inside and because it is very awkward to run if we are looking over our outside 
shoulder.  
Turning Drill (diagram on right): Line up one player as a receiver facing a 
defensive player - the receiver runs 75% in a straight line to one side of the 
defensive player - the defensive player starts in a backpedal and turns with 
the receiver as he closes the gap between the two - after the turn have the 
defensive player execute the correct hand placement and head turn - repeat 
for both sides and both players.  
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